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School. Hasn't This Gone on Long Enough? (Dear Dumb Diary Year Two #1) 2013-06-25
bestselling author jim benton is back with a brand new spin on a favorite series bestselling author jim
benton is back with a brand new spin on a favorite series dear dumb diary is a hilarious hit now after
12 books each covering a month of her life jamie kelly s upcoming diaries have a fresh look and a fun
twist it s dear dumb diary year two the diary entries are still laugh out loud funny but this is a whole
new beginning everything is another year dumber as jamie grapples with school grades and middle
school s big questions don t miss even more of her words of wisdom like if someone is really really
intelligent it would be polite if they would ugly it up a bit before they left the house jamie still has no
idea that anybody is reading her diary so please please please don t tell her
The Super-Nice Are Super-Annoying (Dear Dumb Diary Year Two #2) 2013-06-25 do not read jamie
kelly s top secret diaries sometimes it amazes me how ingenious i am about everything jamie kellywe
ve been with jamie kelly through her search for inner beauty poofy bridesmaid dresses and desperate
attempts to make money during summer vacation along the way she s left us with countless gems of
wisdom such as if somebody ever asks you to kick her in the face the first thing she will do is forget
that she asked you to do it and as long as you keep laughing at how dumb something is you can
secretly enjoy it without risking your cool now jamie s upcoming diaries have a fresh look and a fun
twist it s dear dumb diary year two the diary entries are still laugh out loud funny but this is a whole
new beginning everything is another year dumber but jamie still has no idea that anybody is reading
her diary so please please please don t tell her
You Can Bet on That (Dear Dumb Diary Year Two #5) 2014-05-27 the hilarious and bestselling
series from jim benton continues jamie isabella and angeline have known each other for a long time
they ve even become friends whether jamie likes it or not but when the trio starts a friendly
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competition all bets are off the loser will be treated to a game of dare or worse dare with isabella and
jamie s pretty sure that s like having a banana peeling contest with a starving monkey the monkey
always wins what could go wrong probably everything and it s probably all that blondwad angeline s
fault probably jamie still has no idea that anyone is reading her diary so please please please don t
tell her and definitely don t tell her that she s the star of her very own dear dumb diary movie
available on dvd her glamorous ego might not be able to handle it
Dear Dumb Diary Year Two #1: School. Hasn't This Gone on Long Enough? (Special Value
Edition) 2013-06-01 bestselling author jim benton returns with a brand new spin on a favorite series
dear dumb diary is a hilarious hit now after twelve books each covering a month of her life jamie kelly
s upcoming diaries have a fresh look and a fun twist it s dear dumb diary year two the diary entries
are still laugh out loud funny but this is a whole new beginning everything is another year dumber as
jamie grapples with school grades and more of middle school s big questions don t miss even more of
her words of wisdom like if someone is really really intelligent it would be polite if they would ugly it
up a bit before they left the house jamie still has no idea that anybody is reading her diary so please
please please don t tell her
What I Don't Know Might Hurt Me (Dear Dumb Diary Year Two #4) 2013-06-25 bestselling
author jim benton is back continuing a new spin on a favorite series dear dumb diary just when i was
pretty sure we could let the student awareness committee quietly die a dignified death like some
majestic old elephant or the square dancing club angeline has to be aware of something great and of
course it couldn t be something interesting like nail polish or why maybe there should be a special
class in nail polish and how to get it out of your beagle s ear mom if you re reading this i m not
admitting anything somebody else could have painted a heart in his ear angeline just had to be aware
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of one of those things that adults like
Nobody's Perfect. I'm As Close As It Gets. (Dear Dumb Diary Year Two #3) 2013-06-25
whatever you do don t read jamie kelly s bestselling diaries the bestselling dear dumb diary series is a
hilarious hit now jamie kelly s diaries have a fresh look and a fun twist dear dumb diary year two is
still laugh out loud funny but everything is another year dumber as jamie continues to grapple with
middle school s big questions she drops even more snarky gems of wisdom like everybody knows that
the more you love somebody the less you try to look nice for them and people don t appreciate how
much willpower it takes to do the wrong thing but jamie still has no idea that anybody is reading her
diary so please please please don t tell her
Live Each Day to the Dumbest 2015-05-26 new york times bestselling author middle schooler
jamie kelly spends lots of time writing in her diary but right now she s taking a peek at someone else
s it s not easy being a middle schooler and nobody knows that better than jamie kelly there are
surprises around every corner some good some bad all dumb but when jamie inherits a trunk of her
grandmother s things she never expects to find the biggest surprise of all grandma s diary violating
the privacy of a diary is something jamie would never do unless she was absolutely certain that she
wanted to do it and when she does she learns that deep down everyone is exactly the same dumb by
the way jamie still has no idea that anyone is reading her diary so please please please don t tell her
and definitely don t tell her that she s the star of her very own dear dumb diary movie available on
streaming her glamorous ego might not be able to handle it
Never Do Anything, Ever (Dear Dumb Diary #4) 2013-08-27 read the hilarious candid and sometimes
not so nice diaries of jamie kelly who promises that everything in her diary is true or at least as true
as it needs to be her best friend s a backstabber her worst enemy is a sweetheart and her dog is just
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waiting for the right moment to seek his revenge why should jamie even bother going to school why
not after a run in with mega popular angeline aka pure evil jamie reforms her selfish ways becomes
the decent human being she never thought she could be but she quickly realizes that helping others
kind of stinks is someone trying to thwart her attempts at irresistible inner beauty or will jamie finally
achieve the i m an angel glow she knows will make hudson rivers fall madly in love w her
Am I the Princess or the Frog? (Dear Dumb Diary #3) 2013-08-27 read the hilarious candid and
sometimes not so nice diaries of jamie kelly who promises that everything in her diary is true or at
least as true as it needs to be jamie is crushing on hudson someone too gross to be named is crushing
on jamie and hudson is crushing on princess turd of turdsylvania a k a the prettiest girl in the world
middle school may be grim but it s no fairy tale and crazy doesn t even begin to cover it
Okay, So Maybe I Do Have Superpowers (Dear Dumb Diary #11) 2013-08-27 bestselling author jamie
kelly has been keeping diaries for years and each one just gets funnier but she has no idea that
anyone is reading them so please please please don t tell her something strange is happening at
mackerel middle school even stranger than jamie and isabella becoming friends with angeline which
is still really really strange jamie can suddenly and inexplicably understand the weirdest and most
mysterious creatures around boys and there s only one logical explanation superpowers
It's Not My Fault I Know Everything (Dear Dumb Diary #8) 2013-08-27 new york times
bestselling author jamie kelly is back with another hilarious candid and sometimes not so nice diary
dear dumb diary i went back and read some of my very oldest diaries the entries say things like i
eated salad dressing and i got a barbie shoe stuck in stinker s nose again and the vet was mean to
me about the barbie shoe so i tried to bite him but vets are quick at not getting bit because dogs try
all the time but dogs don t usually kick so i did that what amazed me was just how dumb i used to be
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considering how smart i am now there must have been a day when i just woke up smart
Can Adults Become Human? (Dear Dumb Diary #5) 2013-08-27 read the hilarious candid and
sometimes not so nice diaries of jamie kelly who promises that everything in her diary is true or at
least as true as it needs to be dear dumb diary my social studies teacher mr vandoy never smiles i
know that s hard to believe because everybody smiles about something right isabella smiles when her
brothers get in trouble angeline smiles when she thinks about how much prettier she is than like a
waterfall or a unicorn i smile when i think about a unicorn kicking angeline over a waterfall but mr
vandoy doesn t smile at all i wonder if when you become an adult you can lose your sense of humor
the way you lose your teeth or hair or fashion sense
My Pants Are Haunted (Dear Dumb Diary #2) 2013-08-27 read the hilarious candid and
sometimes not so nice diaries of jamie kelly who promises that everything in her diary is true or at
least as true as it needs to be they were just a soft ordinary pair of thrift shop jeans until jamie kelly
tried them on then they became a tight scratchy slightly smelly and utterly ordinary pair of thrift shop
jeans with an embarrassing haunting problem do the pants have the power to soothe a vengeful
beagle vanquish the prettiest girl in the world or make the wearer irresistible to the eighth cutest guy
in the grade are the haunted pants so dazzling they can hurt and maybe permanently damage the
eyes of onlookers or are the haunted pants just well haunted which is kind of gross when you think
about it
Dear Dumb Diary 2008-03-01 the wedding between jamie s aunt and angeline s uncle is nearing and
they will be joined together until death or a much wished for divorce now three of jamie s most
dreaded nightmares are about to be combined into one unbearable event illustrations
School. Hasn't This Gone on Long Enough? 2012-01-01 jamie kelly chronicles her second year of
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middle school in her diary where she deals with new teachers confronts angelina and the other pretty
people in school and struggles in math class
Never Underestimate Your Dumbness (Dear Dumb Diary #7) 2013-08-27 sneak a peek inside
the ny times bestselling diary of jamie kelly who promises that everything she writes is true or at least
as true as it needs to be dear dumb diary isabella is probably right she almost always is when i think
back on all the things i ve seen angeline do the one thing they have in common is that they re all
dumb they re all strawberry scented too but i think that s just her conditioner although her body
might actually secrete its own strawberry scent but of all the dumb things she s ever done this has
got to be the dumbest
Let's Pretend This Never Happened (Dear Dumb Diary #1) 2013-08-27 read the hilarious candid
sometimes mean diaries of jamie kelly who promises that everything in her diary is true or at least as
true as it needs to be in this book jamie contends with angeline the school s prettiest most popular
girl who jamie thinks is a goon and the impending visit of her troll like little cousin will jamie survive
will she go mad will she send her mom s nasty casserole to starving children in wheretheheckistan
you ll just have to read the first installment of dear dumb diary to find out
That's What Friends Aren't For (Dear Dumb Diary #9) 2013-08-27 bestselling author jamie kelly is
back with an all new all funny diary but she has no idea that anybody is reading it so please please
please don t tell her dear dumb diary so now i m friends with angeline this is automatic friendship and
i have to just accept it and make the best of things see if i objected then aunt carol might divorce
angeline s uncle sending both of them tumbling into a deep pit of depression for the rest of their lives
and angeline could wind up feeling so guilty that she would have to go be locked up in an old dirty
insane asylum for years and years and stinker s puppies could grow up not knowing both their parents
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and i couldn t live with myself for doing something like that to a puppy
The Worst Things in Life Are Also Free (Dear Dumb Diary #10) 2013-08-27 bestselling author
jamie kelly is back with an all new all funny diary but she has no idea that anybody is reading it so
please please please don t tell her school s out for the summer and that means no more meat loaf
thursdays sunday homework cramming or teachers way way unsuccessfully trying to act cool it also
means that certain mackerel middle schoolers have a lot of time on their hands and seriously empty
pockets isabella is going to change all that and jamie and angeline are going to help whether they like
it or not it s the best kind of teamwork when a whole bunch of people work together to do something
wrong instead of doing it wrong one at a time
You Can Bet on That 2014-05-27 for use in schools and libraries only friends jamie isabella and
angeline engage in a bit of friendly competition but when it is determined that the loser must play
dare or worse dare with isabella all bets are off
Dear Dumb Diary Year Two #4: What I Don't Know Might Hurt Me 2013 discovering that a friend had
planned to cheat on a test by writing answers on a bologna sandwich jamie tries to convince her
friend that cheating is wrong while encouraging her to pack a less exploitable lunch by the best
selling creator of it s happy bunny original
The Problem with Here Is That it's Where I'm From (Dear Dumb Diary #6) 2013-08-27
everyone s favorite mackerel middle schooler jamie kelly is back with another hilarious candid and
sometimes not so nice diary there s a new girl in at mackerel middle school colette is friendly
fabulous smart totally talented and an all around amazing individual she is more brilliantly diabolical
than isabella as blindly loyal as stinker and even harder to resist than angeline it s enough to make
jamie throw up a little and jamie just can t help but wonder is it humanly possible for a girl to be more
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perfectly perfect than the most perfect girl in the world
Me! (Just Like You, Only Better) 2013-08-27 middle schooler jamie kelly returns with another
dumb diary you ll laugh out loud at what this girl has to say knight ridder tribune dear dumb diary i
went five whole days without seeing or hearing from angeline i was beginning to get used to it it s
true that i have learned to overlook many of angeline s flaws like her flawlessness but she can still be
difficult to be around like when she s lit perfectly for example to my extreme credit i have learned to
pretend to ignore angeline s failure to not be perfect jamie kelly is back with an all new all funny diary
but she has no idea that anybody is reading it so please please please don t tell her praise for new
york times bestselling author jim benton s books an amusing antic sensibility publishers weekly
preteens will be onboard immediately kirkus reviews
The Super-Nice Are Super-Annoying 2012-06-01 jamie kelly chronicles her second year of middle
school in her diary where she deals with poetry class school dances and angeline her perfect
classmate who suffers from being too nice
You Can Bet on That 2014 jamie isabella and angeline have known each other for a long time they
ve even become friends whether jamie likes it or not but when the trio starts a friendly competition all
bets are off the loser will be treated to a game of dare or worse dare with isabella and jamie s pretty
sure that s like having a banana peeling contest with a starving monkey the monkey always wins
what could go wrong probably everything and it s probably all that blondwad angeline s fault probably
Dear Dumb Diary, the Super-nice are Super-annoying, by Jamie Kelly 2012 jamie s struggles continue
with school issues grades and getting along with others
Dumbness Is a Dish Best Served Cold 2016-06-28 return to mackerel middle school with a special full
color extra dumb diary from the new york times bestselling author life at mackerel middle school is as
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dumb as ever but jamie kelly may have finally found the key to fame fortune and fabulousness
together with isabella and angeline she s come up with a moneymaking idea and it has to do with
food everyone likes food they re going to be rich the only problem they have to come up with
something that people actually want to eat jamie has some sophisticated thoughts on food like she
was manipulating us like dough like the sweet delicious dough that we are and she was baking us into
the type of delicious cookies you can only get from dough like us and she was putting sprinkles of us
on top of us and forget it i m hungry i want some cookies this is sure to go well praise for jim benton s
books an amusing antic sensibility publishers weekly preteens will be onboard immediately kirkus
reviews
What I Don't Know Might Hurt Me 2013-06-25 discovering that a friend had planned to cheat on a test
by writing answers on a bologna sandwich jamie tries to convince her friend that cheating is wrong
while encouraging her to pack a less exploitable lunch
What I Don't Know Might Hurt Me 2013-10-20 jamie confides to her diary that just when she thought
the student awareness committee was going to fade away angeline becomes aware of a problem
requiring the committee s attention bullying
The Super-Nice Are Super-Annoying 2012-06 jamie s struggles continue with school issues grades
and getting along with others
The Super-nice are Super-annoying 2012 jamie s struggles continue with school issues grades and
getting along with others
Dear Dumb Diary 2011-08-04 jamie has a crush on hudson 8th cutest boy in her year someone too
gross to be named has a crush on jamie and hudson has a crush on princess turd of turdsylvania one
thing s for sure school life is no fairy tale
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School, Hasn't this Gone on Long Enough? Year Two 2012 jamie s struggles continue with
school issues and grades especially in math as she ponders life s big questions
Let's Do a Thing! (Victor Shmud, Total Expert #1) 2017-05-30 a new series from the bestselling
author of dear dumb diary and franny k stein meet victor total expert in everything except guy who
cleans up bedrooms with his confidence imagination and trusty sidekick dumpylumps who happens to
be a duck there s no telling what trouble he ll get into lucky for him he has a knack for getting himself
out of trouble too so when he finds himself at the center of an intergalactic conflict he s pretty sure
the only way out is his top secret kitchen concoction his teacher the extraordinary mrs nozzleburp
and the help of his friend patti will he be able to save the day and find his way back to class and just
what is he going to do next
Night of the Living Things (Victor Shmud, Total Expert #2) 2017-12-26 a new series from the
bestselling author of dear dumb diary and franny k stein fresh from his intergalactic adventure victor
is casting about for something new to apply his formidable know how to the obvious next step is cello
making however the not so mellifluous sounds that emanate from his creations are enough to wake
the dead that s right there are zombies let loose and it s up to victor patty and the long suffering
always faithful dumpylumps to not get eaten
The Handbook 2017-09-26 jim benton bestselling author of dear dumb diary and franny k stein
brings us a fresh new middle grade novel about breaking all the rules there s nothing jake likes more
than some good trash picking so when his elderly neighbors move out and leave an especially
promising looking pile of household refuse on the curb he goes right for it he only has the chance to
grab one box before his mom catches him and orders him in for dinner though when mysterious
goings on begin to occur in the neighborhood the trio investigates the hidden box from jack s garage
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in it they find the secret parent s handbook and with it all the means to subvert the irrational rules
and petty tyranny of their home lives no more clean rooms no more vegetables no more brushed hair
or washed hands it s all videogames and junk food all the time but the authorities and the resistance
have taken notice of the strange goings on in jack and his friends neighborhood and they are closing
in
Library Service to Tweens 2017-02-03 this comprehensive guide to tween library services begins
with a developmental description of this ever changing group and offers practical advice about
materials and programming criteria are provided for categorizing books music movies and magazines
as appropriate for tweens with special attention given to the reluctant reader the authors discuss how
to determine where tween services fit within the broader spectrum of youth services and how to
provide support for them information on marketing and outreach to tweens and their adults
completes this essential guide
Nobody's Perfect. I'm as Close as it Gets 2013 jamie kelly writes in her diary about how her flawlesss
friend angeline discovers the real reason why jamie and her best friend isabella agree to join
extracurricular clubs at the school
アキレウスの歌 2014-03-25 第一次大戦に従軍し 心に傷を負った父親は 妻の死後 二人の娘に背を向けた 姉のヴィアンヌは当時十四歳 妹のイザベルは四歳だった ヴィアンヌは
十六で妊娠 翌年結婚するが流産 持て余された妹は寄宿学校に入れられる やがて第二次大戦が勃発 フランスはナチに屈服する 出征した夫を待つヴィアンヌの家には ドイツ軍大尉が住み始
める 一方 イザベルはパリで対独抵抗運動に参加 連合軍航空兵の逃亡を助ける秘密活動を始める 暗号名は ナイチンゲールだった nyタイムズ ベストセラーに一年以上ランクイン 全米を
感動でつつんだ傑作長編
ナイチンゲール 2016-05
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